Comparison of fracture resistance between cast posts and fiber posts: a meta-analysis of literature.
Commentary
Posts are indicated on endodontically treated teeth with significant coronal tooth loss due to caries or trauma. The purpose of the post is to maximise retention of the core component for the final dental restoration, be it a direct filling material or an indirect cast crown.
However, preparing the root canal system for a post causes further loss of the tooth structure, making the remaining tooth structure more susceptible to fracture. Therefore, the ideal post minimises the risk of fracture of the supporting tooth structure caused by the forces of oral function. It is hypothesised that fibre-post-retained dental restorations are more fracture-resistant than conventional cast posts because the former's flexibility and toughness are similar to dentin. 1 The objective of Zhou and Wang's article is to systematically review the current literature which compares the fracture strength of extracted human teeth restored with either a fibre-post or a castpost retained restoration and carry out a meta-analysis. 2 The review includes only in vitro studies where extracted human teeth samples were randomised into either group. However, this is not a review of randomised control (clinical) trials as implied by the authors.
Rather, this is a review of articles where extracted human teeth were confidence intervals impressively hover around the large magnitude effect threshold. However, looking at the forest plots ( Fig. 2 and 3) , one can see that the authors did not remove the extreme studies of opposites sides, 4,5 but instead removed the only two studies that statistically favoured the cast posts. 4, 6 Therefore, the updated SMD of 0.9 is not an accurate reflection of the data and is heavily biased in favour of fiber posts.
One suspects that if the two extreme studies were removed, the adjusted SMD would be smaller with a confidence interval that 
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